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In this paper, we shall give an alternative proof of "sufficiency" part of

Sexauer‑Warnock theorem [4, Th.]. It is an easy consequence of the following
theorem, which is an improvement of Theorem 1 in the previous paper [3]. As
to notations, we shall follow [3].
'Theorem. Let {A,}aEzi be a family of left ideals of R in f and E}l={(aA.)e(1?)A;

aA.EA. for every 2EA}. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) {AR}AEzi is a left T‑nilPotent family. i)

(2) Let M be an R‑module and N an R‑submodule of ML SuPPose that for every
finite subset F of A, M==N+( X] A,)M. The･n M==NL
aEzi‑F
(3) ut is contained in the radical of (R)ri.

Proof. (1)[>(2) is by the method due to Bass [1, 'pp.473‑474]. (3)[>(1); (CL
[3, Th. I]). (2) [> (3); Let X be an element of QI, Ai the left ideal of R generated

by the elements of the 2‑column of X, and for an arbitary finite subset F of A,
Xi7 a matrix such that for RciiF the R‑column of X is that of X and O's elsewhere.

Since XF is contained in (J)d, by the same method as in [2, Th. 1. 7. 3], we can
see that XF is contained in the radical of (R)A. Let Xk' be the quasi‑inverse of

XF, and Y==(I‑XF')(X‑XF). Since for R(iiF the 2‑column of X‑XF is O,
R(A) == R(A)(I ‑ Y) + R(i)eY :=: R(A)(I ‑ Y) + ( = AA')R(zi) =R(li)(I‑X)+( = AA)R(A).

lgrZF aEA‑iT

Hence R(A)=i?(A)(I‑x) andxis quasi.regauG
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